March 29, 2010
Dear Mr. Salazar, editor, or whom it may concern
As a tribal member and Colorado citizen I am appalled to see in print that U.S. Interior
Secretary Kenneth Salazar make a statement saying that he “Would decide the Cape
Wind Projects fate by April 1.”
Is this a misprint?
If not, I don’t understand how you can call yourself a representative or friend of any
tribal nation when you are clearly and publicly saying you are prepared to go against any
tribal decision, especially of this magnitude
The Aquinnah and Mashpee Wampanoag nations seem to fully understand what is being
proposed to them. The majority rejected it, and that should be the end of that! Other
opportunities will be available for them in the future.
My nation gets approached with economic sovereignty offers daily. I’m sure we would
have rejected Cape Wind right off the bat because of large corporate and government
control and environmental impact.
Most all are rejected because it is eventually exposed that the plans would make the rich
richer and little to no money will trickles down to benefit our elders, children, community
or the environment. If the plans violate our Spirituality they are scraped immediately.
Most know now that Windmill energy of this kind does harm the environment and life,
especially the winged ones and with new technology emerging it will not last long.
You are a government representative responsible to protecting our nations, not selling us
out to big business or government controlled plans that are not wanted.
If government chooses to interfere with the tribal decision I know you will see massive
protests for your resignation. I am sorry to say that I will personally be on the front lines
against you and your office.
Enough is enough. Our nations have the right to make their decisions as outlined in our
treaties which are backed up by the word of the People of the United States of America.
Dangling money and promises will not open the hearts of our people. Respect for us and
our decisions will.
Pilamaya yelo,
Thank you with all my heart,
Sandra Walking Eagle
Native American Lakota Advocate
sandra@whirlwind-network.com
970-314-2968

March 30, 2010

To: U.S. Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
US Department of Interior
Washington, DC 20240
U.S. Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, your recent statement that you will make your decision by
the end of April to allow first planned offshore wind farm off the coast of Massachusetts.
The action will allow the recipient Cape Wind to proceed with a huge mistake costing billions.
First thing Cape Wind will do is purchase Siemens turbines. This is a bad idea for many reasons.
The agreement to purchase these turbines obviously hinges on your decision to approve this
offshore wind farm as far as both Siemens and Cape Wind are concerned.
Before you make this decision, you should be aware of new technology that will make windmills
obsolete. This technology will make them like a novelty item ….like a ford Model A.
My Name is Paul Croskrey President of Electric Energy Store I see I have the pleasure of
introducing you to a new technology commonly called The Windless Windmill. The technical
name is “Angular Force Generation” (AFG) Patent #61-241,480 (pending) that can turn any size
generator just as windmills do but without the need for wind. Similar in nature to windmills AFG
turns generators to make electricity. Generators of any size can be adapted to AFG.
It can be as small as one for a household or many that would power a city all without wind or
solar and without creating emissions of any kind. One could create a field of Angular Force
Generation systems all underground and power a city. We would have no need to destroy our
views with monstrous 436-foot tall windmills that only work when there is wind like off the coast
of Cape Cod or in the hills around California.
Windless Windmills cost a fraction of those giant windmills or other costly ventures such as
geothermal or capturing wave energy. Considering the environmental issues AFG equipment will
never create landfill, nasty byproducts or emissions. Environmentalists will love this product
since it can be placed underground. Native Americans have embraced AFG as solution to
windmills, solar panels, and coal or gas exploration.
AFG can power a house, a town or a state. It can even be adapted to power locomotives and
ocean going vessels. I know this is a bold statement but the Angular Force Generation equipment
can and will eliminate our need to burn coal or natural gas to make electricity within a few
years. AFG retrofitted to existing coal and gas burning electricity producing plants within 5 years.
Now that is bold.
The best thing is most if not all the components are made here in the USA putting Americans to
work not people in some country across the world.. We have achieved making a renewable
energy resource that does not take expensive technology or huge investments in manufacturing
equipment. We can put hundreds of thousands of people to work today making this equipment
here keeping jobs in America.

Before you take that leap allowing this offshore wind farm at Cape Cod, take a deep look at our
project and product. Before Cape Wind puts its first windmill up we will have opened the first of
50 manufacturing plants in Nevada making AFG units of all sizes. Our premier product will be a
1.8 mega watt generator powerful enough to generate power for 1200 homes. It takes up less
space then a tennis court. 1.8 megawatt AFGs placed underground for less than half the cost of
placing windmills of the coast of Cape Cod. You now know why we are winning the hearts of
Native Americans as well as concerned folks like yourself.
Please take interest in our project, eliminate a harsh and unfair decision that you must make put a
hold on the project so you can time to evaluate our project and proposals for an alternative to this
issue.
Our Company is looking for support from you on our project in helping us receive federal
stimulus dollars on renewable energy projects to put Americans back to work.
This action will place our nation on the cutting edge of energy producing nations selling our
equipment abroad instead of buy Windmills made in China or India after we subsidize them with
our tax dollars.
If our goals are met we will lead the world in carbon emissions reduction using AFG.
YOU can help make a change with us.
To learn more about Angular Force Generation please contact me at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,
Paul Croskrey
President
Electric Energy Store
paulcroskrey@gmail.com
209-586-4769

